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TECH-PACK


STYLE:


Labwear
Studios


 FULL NAME: BRAND NAME:


INSTAGRAM:


Download the according tech pack and give a detailed description of your piece.
Should something you want to do, not be included in our tech pack, you can add
comments and weʻll check if itʻs feasible. If you have drawings or other documents,
put them in the annex.


Send us your tech pack via info@labwearstudios.com


Weʼll schedule a call if necessary and provide you with a quote.


You have the option to order a sample for avg. 200€. (recommended)


Approve the production-ready tech pack and confirm your order.


Production starts as soon as we have received your payment.


After the products have passed the quality check,
weʻll send you your tracking number.


HOW IT WORKS:


ADRESS:


ZIP-CODE:


CITY:


COUNTRY:


E-MAIL:


WEBSITE:


VAT:


PERSONAL INFORMATION:


All custom products under the PRODUCTION SERVICES segment are made-to-order
and are only manufactured unless ordered.


Our terms of service apply. You find them under:
www.labwearstudios.com/policies/terms-of-service 


PHONE: DATE:


LONGSLEEVE







MEASUREMENTS:


Labwear
Studios


[ Please note that the measurements of the final product can vary by +/-- 2cm. ]


Our cotton is carefully sourced from Brazil, Turkey, or India. You can choose from several
high-quality fabrics available. You can select a popular colourway or choose to have a
custom Pantone colourway. Please state the PANTONE TCX code of your preferred
colourway. Optionally, you can choose from a selection of dying techniques. If you want
to do a fully custom fabric (custom composition, weight), you can request that under
FULLY CUSTOM FABRIC. Note that the MOQ increases. 
[ The weight has a tolerance of 10% to the indicated weight in grams per square meter
(GSM). ]


You can choose from several necklabel variants, which either get sewed on the back,
or sewed in the seam. The standard width of our label is 2.5cm with an adjustable length.
If you want a fully custom label size, it will cost an extra 0.5€. Remaining labels will be
stored and can be used for next collections.


MATERIALS:


- POLYESTER LABEL, either black or white, printed with your logo in one colour.


- COTTON CANVAS, stamped with your logo. Colour: natural cotton. (MOQ 250pcs)


- WOVEN LABEL (MOQ 1000-1500pcs)


  


Custom fit means that you can fully customize and adapt the measurements of the
standard product to your wishes and create a custom cutting pattern. The custom fit
program offers the ultimate customization possibilities to create truly unique and
outstanding silhouettes. If you want to customize more than just the dimensions
(e.g. delete or add pockets, combination of fabrics, ...), please note it below and include
specific drawings with according measurements. If you already have cutting patterns for
your piece, please attach them in a dxf file. 


Minimum order quantity is 50 pieces in total.


PLEASE READ CAREFULLY AND GO STEP BY STEP!


1


2


FABRIC:


NECKLABELS:4


SIZE DISTRIBUTION:


GUIDANCE


(No MOQ)


ATTACHMENT:


- LABEL ON THE BACK, BELOW THE NECK TAPE


- INSEAM LOOP LABEL
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Do you want us to pack every piece in an unbranded polybag, made from
recycled plastic, or have them unpackaged?


Below is a list of customization options you can choose from. If you want to do any other
customizations please note/explain them in the box (DESCRIPTION) and we will check
if theyʻre feasible. Please drop your designs directly on the mock ups to define the
positioning (indicate with maesurments). Drop the designs on the following page and
indicate the width of the design. Describe all as detailed as possible, so we can make
sure to get it right.


Indicate logo colours with Pantone codes.


Indicate positioning with distance measurements.


Your designs must be vectorized.         


PACKAGING:


For the carelabel, you can choose to replace our logo with your brandʻs logo or remove
the logo. The label will be placed on the inside-left of the shirt.
Drop your VECTORIZED design directy on the template.


CARELABEL:5


7 CUSTOMIZATION:


Labwear
StudiosGUIDANCE


EXAMPLE:


7cm


7cm


Screen print on chest, one colour (Pantone 354 U)
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Look at some customization options that we offer:


https://labwearstudios.com/pages/downloads







SIZE DISTRIBUTION:


� � � ����SIZE


QUANTITY


SPECIAL REQUESTS OR COMMENTS REGARDING YOUR FIT?


Labwear
StudiosMEASUREMENTS


1


2


MEASUREMENTS:


(A)


(B)


(C)


(D)


(E)


(F)


(G)
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CUSTOM COLOUR:


PANTONE (TCX-CODE):


POPULAR COLOURS:


BLACK


WHITE


SAND


BROWN


GREY FLANNEL


VOLCANIC GLASS


POSEIDON


GREEN JACKETTCX 19-1223 TCX 19-6027


TCX 19-4033


TCX 18-3908


TCX 17-4016


TCX 15-1217


Labwear
StudiosFABRIC


FULLY CUSTOM FABRIC:


DYES (optional):
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Reactive dye (solid colour)


Fade-out dye (washed out)


Pigment dye (irregular dye)


FABRIC:


SPECIAL REQUESTS OR COMMENTS REGARDING YOUR FIT?


Jersey, 185GSM, 100% organic cotton


Jersey, 235GSM, 100% cotton


Jersey, 235GSM, 100% organic cotton


Jersey, 295GSM, 100% cotton







Labwear
StudiosLABELS


YES


INSEAM LOOP LABEL


NO


LABEL ON THE BACK


DROP YOUR  VECTORIZED LABEL
DESIGN DIRECTLY ON THE TEMPLATE


AND ADJUST THE LENGTH  OF THE LABEL


2.5cm


2.5cm


 cm


cm


Labwear
Studios


100% Cotton
Made in Portugal


M


Labwear
Studios


100% Cotton
Made in Portugal


M


4 NECKLABELS:


Do you want a custom necklabel?


MATERIAL:


POLYESTER COTTON CANVAS


WOVEN LABEL


BLACK WHITE


ATTACHMENT:


( (


Standart size: 4cm x 2.5cm


Standart size: 2.5cm x 6cm







SPECIAL REQUESTS OR COMMENTS FOR YOUR LABELS?


2.5cm


10cm


Labwear
StudiosCARELABEL


5 CARELABEL:


YES NODo you want a custom carelabel?







Labwear
StudiosPACKAGING


WITH PACKAGING WITHOUT PACKAGING


PACKAGING:


SPECIAL REQUESTS OR COMMENTS REGARDING THE PACKAGING?


(NO CUSTOM PACKACKING AVAILABLE YET)
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Labwear
StudiosCUSTOMIZATION SERVICE


DESCRIPTION:


CUSTOMIZATION:7







YOUR LOGOS/DESIGNS:


Labwear
StudiosDESIGNS
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